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I. Subject Matters for Experts in 
Divorce Cases
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A. Quantifiable Subjects (valuation, 
financial, etc.)
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Real Estate Appraisers

– In any property division proceeding, one of the most 
important things that needs to be done is to determine an 
accurate value of the marital home.

– In the vast majority of cases, the house is the single largest 
asset that the family owns.

– Knowing exactly what the house is worth prior to the 
beginning of the proceeding is of critical importance.

– Most states are equitable distribution states, which means 
that all marital property should be divided in a fair and 
equitable manner between the spouses. 

– If one spouse gets the home, it can have a significant 
impact on how the rest of the property is distributed.
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Real Estate Appraisers

– By having an accurate value for the house, an attorney can be much 
more effective at protecting a client’s interests through the rest of the 
process.

– Many lawyers are content to accept the information they find on the 
county assessor's website, which often varies greatly from the true 
value of a home.

– Instead, other attorneys work with experienced real estate appraisers 
to give an expert opinion on the actual value of the property.
• This is especially true in matters involving commercial and agricultural 

properties.

– Attorneys should work to gain access to a broad network of appraisers 
who specialize in specific types of property and can help to get an 
accurate value.

– With residential appraisals, fair market value is the standard. 
Comparable property that has sold is often critical.  

– If it’s commercial property, get a commercial appraisal.  If you are 
dealing with a farm or rental property, you need an appraiser 
experienced in this area. 
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Business Valuation Experts

– Valuing a professional practice or family business in a 
divorce can be extremely difficult.

– However, business valuation experts will have the 
resources to do it effectively and efficiently.

– Business valuation experts work to gain an accurate 
picture of the value of a business.

• Helps determine the right strategy for property division 
and for moving forward after a divorce.

• The factors listed in Internal Revenue Ruling 59-60 are 
important as to business valuations.  
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Business Valuation Experts

– One of the reasons valuation of a professional practice can 
be so challenging is that much of the value is in the 
individual's contribution:

• Not in merchandise or interests that can be easily 
divided;

• Office furniture, outdated computer equipment, 
business libraries and accounts receivable seldom add 
up; and/or

• The value of the practice is sometimes influenced by by 
personal or enterprise goodwill developed from the 
intellectual and physical endeavors of the business or a 
“key” business owner.
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Business Valuation Experts

– Business valuation experts conduct extensive discovery.

• The business owner must often provide an extensive list of 
financial information.

• The owner must provide tax information, financial statements, 
balance sheets and reports.

• For professional practices (doctors, lawyers, accountants, etc.), 
business owners must also produce counts of: previous, 
existing, and expected patients/clients; practice demographics 
reports; and equipment lists.

• Whether or not the business owner has a controlling interest is 
also a significant issue, potentially changing the value of a 
business from nothing to a significant amount.

• Minority interests in businesses are often less valuable.  
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Vocational Examinations/Experts

– As it pertains to divorce and other family law matters, like 
paternity litigation, vocational examinations by way of 
vocational experts can be an important part of child 
support and spousal support proceedings.

– Essentially, vocational examinations involve a series of 
assessments designed to determine the earning potential 
of a spouse who is not working but is thought to be 
capable of doing so.

– They can be requested by either spouse in a divorce.

– If a parent is seeking child support and their spouse is not 
working, he or she may not be able to make the payments 
needed to adequately care for the children.
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Vocational Examinations/Experts

– If a spouse has the education and skills to find 
employment, a vocational examination can identify career 
paths, available jobs the spouse would qualify for and an 
estimated income level in the hopes that the court will 
impute income.

– On the other hand, if a parent is paying excessive child 
support because their former spouse refuses to work, they 
could request a vocational examination to determine if he 
or she could qualify for some type of work that would 
allow for enough of a contribution to child support so they 
didn't have to carry the entire burden.

– In other cases, one party might allege that the other party 
is underemployed for purposes of calculating child or 
spousal support and capable of making more. 
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Vocational Examinations/Experts

– In either situation, the outcome of the vocational 
examination can result in the court ordering an 
unemployed or underemployed spouse to secure 
employment in line with his or her capabilities.

– If he or she fails to do so, the court can award child 
support based on the level of income the spouse could be 
making.

– This is commonly referred to as imputing income.

– Some vocational experts can also help with lifestyle 
analysis in some cases (as set forth later).  This can be 
important as it relates to spousal maintenance, which is 
still referred to as alimony in some jurisdictions. 
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Forensic Accountants

– Unfortunately, a divorce can often result in a loss of trust between 
the parties on financial issues.

– This loss of trust can result in the use of forensic accounting and 
other resources to get to the bottom of the other's spouses 
finances.

– This is especially true if a spouse suspects that the other may be 
hiding assets or income.

– In other situations, CPAs, forensic accountants, and other experts 
can be important for identifying a client's exclusive right to 
separate, non-marital property.  This is often referred to as 
“tracing” when they trace portions of 401ks, bank accounts, 
investments, etc., where some of the funds are marital and some 
are pre-marital. 

– Allegations of hidden assets or disputes over separate or marital 
property can be an important issue.
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Forensic Accountants

– Forensic experts can help with high net worth divorce, 
including representation of business owners and their 
spouses, as well as others with high net worth and ability 
to hide income.

– Forensic accountants can also help with:
• Identifying income from a closely held business or 

professional practice to see if any of it has been concealed or 
transferred elsewhere;

• Determining if assets have been squandered, encumbered, 
concealed or hidden in anticipation of divorce proceedings; 
and/or

• Helping trace funds owned prior to the marriage to 
determine if it is separate property and, therefore, belonging 
to one spouse alone.
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B. Unquantifiable Subjects (behavioral, 
medical, etc.)
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Custody Evaluation

– A custody evaluation is a process in which a 
mental health professional, usually a psychologist, 
evaluates all parties involved, including both 
parents and the children in order to make a 
custody and visitation recommendation to the 
court. 

– Courts tend to give considerable weight to the 
recommendations of the evaluator.

– They can be useful where the allegations are 
significant and beyond what a guardian ad litem 
may be able to fully investigate alone. 
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Custody Evaluator

– The court may assign an evaluator to the parties or may 
allow the parties to choose the evaluator. 

– Generally, the evaluator should be neutral and should not 
have a patient-therapist relationship with anyone in the 
family.

– The evaluator is working to make a determination of the 
best interests of the child to the court. 

– Custody evaluators can determine if there is parental 
alienation or realistic estrangement.  They can look into 
domestic violence and abuse allegations.  

– They can interview the parties and relevant witnesses, 
review medical, counseling, school, police or other records 
and perform psychological testing. 

– In some cases, there could be competing custody 
evaluators hired in a contentious case by both parties. 
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Divorce Coach
– Most people, when going through a collaborative divorce, 

wonder what a divorce coach is and if they are different than a 
divorce attorney.
• Short answer is yes, they are different.
• A collaborative divorce is a unique process where both hires hire 

trained collaborative divorce lawyers on a limited scope 
representation.  

• The divorce coach can help facilitate communication between the 
parties in collaborative sessions.  Sometimes, each party may have 
their own coach.  In other situations, one coach is used for both 
parties.  A divorce coach is unique to collaborative practice. 

– A collaborative divorce coach can be defined as a licensed 
mental health professional.
• This can include:

– Social worker;
– Psychologist; and/or
– Marriage/family therapist.
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Divorce Coach

– To become an actual collaborative divorce coach, one must go 
through intense education/training as set forth by the 
International Academy of Collaborative Professionals.  They also 
complete mediation training.  

– A divorce coach can help communication by re-phrasing and re-
stating the interests of a party in a way that is non-adversarial.  
After all, many parties are divorcing because they don’t 
communicate well with each other.  

– This can help the clients control their emotions and 
communicate more effectively with one another to help parties 
reach a settlement.
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Private Investigator

– While many seek an amicable resolution to their divorce, 
through a negotiated settlement or collaborative, the 
reality is that many cases cannot settle.

– For whatever reason, the parties are just not able to reach 
a comprehensive settlement on all issues related to their 
divorce or family law case.
• This results in many cases being litigated in court.

– Obtaining a positive outcome requires that evidence be 
presented in court through the presentation of admissible 
evidence and by witness testimony.

– The use of private investigators can be key in helping to 
bring forward such evidence and witnesses.
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Private Investigator

– In divorce and family law cases, divorce attorneys often 
employ a private investigators to prove:

• Marital misconduct and/or adultery;

• Show unsafe or harmful practices relative to the best 
interests of the children;

• Serve crucial witnesses and opposing parties
summons/subpoenas as a special process server;

• Identify hidden financial and other assets;

• Conducting surveillance; and/or

• Substantiate untrue statements about income and 
employment.
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Private Investigator

– Private investigators are trained to help discover the truth 
and can be immensely valuable.

• If you employ an investigator who does not have a 
rapport and working relationship with your attorney, 
you may end up losing valuable time and money.

• Worse case, it can also result in irrelevant or 
inadmissible evidence being obtained.

• This is why it is imperative to use a divorce or family 
law attorney who can get you to a private investigator 
that can assist.
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Psychological Evaluations

– There can be a number of times when one or both spouses 
may be asked to undergo a psychological evaluation.

– Divorce involves several key areas where the spouses' 
psychological conditions are of critical importance to the 
decisions that are made before the divorce is finalized.

– Perhaps nowhere is this more critical than with issues 
regarding child custody.

– In many cases, a psychological evaluation may be ordered 
when there are allegations of physical or sexual abuse.

– A psychological evaluation can sometimes be performed as 
part of a custody evaluation.  
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Psychological Evaluations

– In the context of a custody hearing, every precaution must be taken to 
ensure the safety of the child.

– A psychological evaluation provides some insight into the state of 
mind of the person seeking custody.

– Evaluations can be used to determine if a person is fit to be a parent, if 
there is likelihood for future violence and many other considerations.

– The outcome of the evaluations can greatly impact the course of 
action we take in the case.

– In some cases, it may reveal a personality disorder on the part of one 
of the parents, like borderline personality disorder, narcissistic 
personality disorder, antisocial personality disorder, histrionic 
personality disorder, etc. 

– Attorneys should closely review all evaluation results to see how they 
could be used at trial and if they need to adjust their approach to the 
case.
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Guardian Ad Litem

– In some divorce cases involving child custody, and other child 
custody and visitation disputes, the court may require an 
attorney to represent the interests of the child in order to make 
a final recommendation to the Court.

– Called a guardian ad litem, the representative will work with the 
child and other parties in the child's life to determine what 
those interests might be.

– Since children cannot legally represent themselves in court, the 
court will appoint a guardian ad litem, which is a lawyer to 
protect the child's best interests the best interests of the 
children when working out a parenting plan or when abuse or 
neglect is alleged. 
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Guardian Ad Litem

– The court may also appoint a guardian ad litem in cases where a 
parenting plan is highly disputed between divorcing parents or 
where there are allegations of abuse or neglect.

– Typical issues include:

• Grandparent visitation and other third party access 
(relatives, friends, etc.);

• Sole physical custody vs. joint custody;

• Equal parenting time (shared parenting);

• Vacation schedules and holidays; 

• Disputes regarding legal custody and decision-making 
authority; and/or

• Supervised visitation in cases where one parent is alleged to 
be a physical or emotional threat. 
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Parent Coordinators 

– The use of parenting coordinators is a fairly new and novel 
way to help manage high-conflict custody cases where the 
parents have proven themselves unable to resolve 
disputes on their own regarding parenting and visitation 
issues. 

– When a parent coordinator is agreed upon, the parents 
hire them to essentially mediate, but ultimately arbitrate, 
ongoing child-related disputes either by private agreement 
or through incorporation by consent into a court order.

– To help resolve disputes, the Parent Coordinator works 
directly with the parents to help them communicate more 
effectively and avoid conflicts about child-related issues.
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Parent Coordinators 

– Parents who are constantly in court about child-related 
issues (albeit visitation or decision-making issues regarding 
the upbringing of the children) might reduce the need for 
adversarial proceedings in court by having a parent 
coordinator.

– Explained another way, the parent coordinator mediates 
issues, and when the parents are unable to agree, the 
parent coordinator is given the power to make a final 
decision when the parents cannot agree.

– The ability to make final decisions makes the parent 
coordinator like an arbitrator. 
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Parent Coordinators 

– Ultimately, the court has the final say over child custody and 
visitation issues, but a parenting coordinator can drastically 
reduce the need to go to court for some parties.

• This can help reduce conflict for the children in families 
involved in such high-conflict disputes.

– In some states, a parent coordinator can only be enlisted by 
consent of the parties.

– But others states have enacted laws (or are looking at proposed 
legislation) to allow the court to appoint a parent coordinator. 

– Sometimes, the parent coordinator may only be appointed for a 
certain length of time.  

– Lawyers and/or mental health professionals can serve as parent 
coordinators, but training is required.  More information can be 
found through the Association of Family and Conciliatory Courts. 
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Other Experts

• Other experts can also be helpful in divorce matters, 
including:
– Medical doctors in certain cases can be helpful as to child 

custody or spousal support. 
– Counselors can useful as to child custody in some cases.
– Educational experts might be helpful in certain cases where 

schooling is a significant custody issue. 
– Appraisers of other kinds of assets, like jewelry, vehicles or other 

valuables could be important. 
– Financial advisors might be helpful as to investment and 

retirement accounts.
– Estate planning lawyers could be useful as to trust assets and 

their nature as either marital or separate property.  
– Note: This list is not all-inclusive. 
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II. Expert Deposition
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A. Fact Preparation 
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Expert Witnesses – Fact Preparation
• Expert witnesses can generally make or break a case.
• Experts should be qualified in their field and have good 

communication skills to effectively, and efficiently, explain their 
opinions.

• Preparation of an expert witness is crucial if your expert is being 
deposed.

• Expert witnesses should review any previous articles, publications, 
speeches, and transcripts to know their previously made statements.

• Investigate their former testimony for potentially troublesome areas.
• Familiarize with documentary evidence, their report and prior 

depositions. 
• Discuss case theory and adverse case theory.
• Expert witnesses should be told above all to tell the truth.  
• If you are deposing the opposing parties expert, you want to focus on 

their weaknesses and consider discussing this with your own expert.  

• Being a “good cop” during a deposition is often preferred, but that 
strategy has to change with some adversarial expert witnesses.  
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B. Legal Preparation
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Expert Witnesses – Legal Preparation

• Explain the basic legal rules of a deposition:

– Opposing counsel has tremendous leeway in 
asking questions.

– The objections available to you as retaining 
counsel are limited and in most instances your 
expert will still need to answer the question 
subject to any objection, even if counsel objects. 

– The rules of discoverability of expert witness-
retaining counsel communication in the 
jurisdiction in question.
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C. Conduct of Deposition
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Questioning an Expert Witness

• The deposition of an expert witness is the culmination of the 
opposing party’s defense or prosecution theory of the case.
– Before taking an expert’s deposition, the parties should generally have 

completed fact discovery:
• interrogatories answered, documents obtained, lay witnesses deposed.

– The expert’s opinions are being offered by the opposing party as part of a plan 
to defeat your case.

– Deposing your opponent’s expert witness is your opportunity to understand, 
limit, and hopefully stop defeat.

• The importance of being prepared to depose this expert witness 
cannot be overemphasized.

• Thoroughly analyzing their report can be crucial and speaking to 
your own expert can also be helpful.

• Reviewing periodicals, treatises and authoritative information 
relative to their expertise can be critical.  
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Eliciting Deposition Testimony

• Elicit all the expert’s opinions and bases of opinions.
– Even if you do nothing else while deposing an expert 

witness, at least make sure you confirm that the expert has 
told you all his or her opinions about the case.

– If he or she then tries to testify to additional opinions at 
trial and you had expressly confirmed at the deposition 
that there were no other such opinions, the additional 
opinions later offered might be subject to exclusion.

– If you did not ask that catch-all question at the deposition 
and cover all of the opinions the expert has, and the 
expert then renders at trial opinions you were not aware 
of, your client’s case could be endangered.
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Eliciting Deposition Testimony

• Beyond that, with respect to each opinion the expert has, 
make sure you ask the expert to exhaustively identify all 
the bases for each.
– You must elicit that information so, among other things, your 

own expert will be able to identify points of criticism or 
disagreement.

– You also want to avoid being surprised.

– Ensure that you have covered all bases for each opinion by 
asking catchall questions such as “Are there any other bases for 
this opinion that you have not already mentioned?”

– Make sure you keep asking that question until the answer is a 
definitive “no.” 
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Eliciting Deposition Testimony

• Put the expert into a box.

– Sometimes experts are advocates for the parties that have 
retained them.

– These experts often are minimally credible, because they 
are unwilling to concede any point, even when the point is 
beyond dispute.
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Eliciting Deposition Testimony

• Test areas as to which the expert might support your 
case.

– Often, an expert – such as a treating doctor – who is not an 
outright advocate for the other side will concede points when 
appropriate.

– You should use these concessions to the extent possible to 
support your case.

– When an opposing expert is willing to render opinions favorable 
to your case, do not be afraid to make use of that testimony.

– Obviously, helpful opinions given by an opposing expert will be 
more valuable than if those opinions are coming from your own 
expert.
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Eliciting Deposition Testimony

• Ask an expert who and what is considered 
authoritative in the field.
– Find out which treatises or authors the expert considers to 

be authoritative in the field.

– You may be able to find information in the treatise or from 
one of the authors that contradicts the expert’s opinions.

– You may learn the expert considers your expert’s work to 
be authoritative, or that the expert considers a treatise in 
which your expert is published to be authoritative.

– This allows you to bolster your expert’s credibility through 
the opposing expert.
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Eliciting Deposition Testimony

• Do not let an expert push you around.
– Retained experts are notoriously difficult to control, particularly for a 

new lawyer.

– You must establish control early by making the expert answers your 
questions.

– If the expert continues to offer an evasive non-answer, you must 
redirect the expert to your question and make him or her answer it.

– You may need to object and then move to strike portions of the 
expert’s answer.

– If the expert refuses to answer a question, establish that on the record 
to set up a potential motion to strike the expert as a witness.  This 
sometimes requires that you certify the question on the record.

– In extreme cases, you might be able to contact the judge during the 
deposition or have a special master appointed. 
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Eliciting Deposition Testimony

• Be persistent.

– In addition to not letting an expert push you around, you 
must be persistent in following through with your line of 
questions.

– Do not let the expert move from a topic if you think it has 
not been sufficiently addressed.

– You are paying a significant amount for the deposition, so 
get your money’s worth.

– Ignore the expert’s (possibly feigned) exasperation, and
ask your questions.
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Eliciting Deposition Testimony

• As you are walking the expert through the steps of their 
methodology, it is also important to ask them about what 
they were thinking as they looked at the data or results that 
they were seeing.

– For example, by allowing them to describe their 
impressions and reactions as they started going through 
their damages calculations or as they read the opposing 
expert’s report, it allows the judge to understand how the 
expert formed their final conclusions.
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III. Daubert Motion (before trial)
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Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 
Inc. 509 U.S. 579 (1993)

• Petitioners asserted their serious birth defects were the 
result of their mother’s prenatal use of Bendectin, a 
prescription drug marketed by respondent. 

• Although the Petitioners presented eight expert 
testimonies that Bendectin could cause birth defects (all 
based on scientific studies), the lower courts determined 
the testimonies did not meet the applicable “general 
Acceptance” standard for the admission of expert 
testimony, citing Frye v. United States.

• The Supreme Court, reviewing the Frye Standard and 
Federal Rule of Evidence 702, overruled the general 
acceptance standard and instead noted that when scientific 
testimony is offered, the court must assess whether the 
testimony is based on scientifically valid methodology.
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Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 
Inc. 509 U.S. 579 (1993)

• The testimony of an expert witness has to pass 
two tests for a judge to accept:
– (1) reliability:

• 5 factors of consideration:
– Whether the theory or technique in question can be and has been 

tested;

– Whether it has been subjected to peer review and publication;

– Its known or potential error rate;

– The existence and maintenance of standards controlling its 
operation; and

– Whether it has attracted widespread acceptance within a relevant 
scientific community.

– (2) relevancy
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Daubert Challenge

• A Daubert challenge is one of the strongest legal 
mechanisms opposing counsel can use to discredit the 
validity of an expert’s testimony, and possibly have it 
excluded altogether.

• Daubert Motion should be filed within a reasonable time 
after the close of discovery, and the hearing should be 
made well in advance of the first time a case appears on a 
trial calendar.

• Once the motion is filed, the party seeking to admit the 
testimony bears the burden of proof and must prove by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the expert possesses 
the requisite level of expertise and the testimony is based 
on reliable methodologies. 
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IV. Trial Examination of Expert
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A. Direct
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Open-Ended Questions

• Asking open-ended questions of experts during 
direct examination is key no matter the type of 
expert.

• All questions should be what, where, when, why and 
how questions.

• Be sure to admit their curriculum vitae and lay the 
foundation necessary to show they are an expert 
under Federal Rule of Evidence 702.

• Walk the expert through their report and seek to 
admit it.  

• Ultimately, asking the expert their “opinion” and 
reasons for it is vital.
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Real Estate and Valuation Experts

• One of the major issues in a divorce is dividing marital or 
community property, and it can easily become a source of 
conflict.

• Most spouses have a marital home (single-family house, 
condo, co-op, or mobile home) and some non-residential 
property whose monetary value must be assessed

• Three valuation methods are commonly used with real 
estate:
– The market or sales comparison approach compares a 

property to recent sales of similar properties

– The capitalization of income approach is based on the net 
income that a property will generate

– The cost approach is based on the concept of substitution  
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Real Estate and Valuation Experts

• Getting appraisals or valuations of real property assets is a 
necessity.

• Sources for finding the right appraiser include:
– State licensing boards for real estate appraisers
– Appraisal societies and associations, such as the American Society of 

Appraisers
– Securities organizations, such as the Federal Analysts Federation
– Trade organizations
– Telephone directories
– Bar associations
– Business brokers

• A court can also order appraisals of certain property.
• Most appraisers rely chiefly on the cost, market, and income 

approaches to value (and, if applicable, the development cost 
approach).
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Business Valuations

• The first thing to understand is “Fair Market Value” and what 
this term encompasses within your jurisdiction.

• The common definition for fair market value is:
– “The price, expressed in terms of cash equivalence, at which 

property would change hands between a hypothetical willing and 
able buyer and a hypothetical willing and able seller, acting at arm’s 
length in an open and unrestricted market where neither is under 
compulsion to buy or sell and when both have reasonable knowledge 
of the relevant facts”

• The first place to look for your definition of value are state 
statutes, but often these can be confusing and require an 
examination of case law on the topic.

• One of the toughest aspects in evaluating a family business is 
the “goodwill” of the business.
– Some states include various types of goodwill in fair market value 

analysis.
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Business Valuations

• Some courts will differentiate between 
“enterprise” and “personal” goodwill:
– Personal goodwill (also known as “professional 

goodwill”) attaches to a particular individual rather 
than to the business that the individual owns.

– Enterprise goodwill (or “business goodwill”) is 
derived from characteristics specific to a particular 
business, regardless of who owns or operates it.

• As last count, twenty four states and the District of 
Columbia exclude personal goodwill from the 
marital estate; nineteen states include personal 
goodwill in the marital estate; and eight states 
have no formal precedent.
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Business Valuations

• If the buyer would pay very little for the business, due 
to expected losses of repeat customers or specific 
referrals to the newly formed competing entity, this 
points to a high degree of personal goodwill.

• If the selling owner would be unlikely to siphon 
business away from the entity that he or she sold, then 
there would likely be a higher degree of enterprise 
goodwill.

• Another common issue is the application of Fair 
Market Value to professional practices or businesses 
which cannot be sold either by law or by contract.
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Custody Evaluators

• The typical custody evaluation consists of:
– Interviews with each parent and the children;
– Observation of parental interaction with each child in the office and 

potentially at home;
– Psychological testing as necessary;
– Review of court documents; and
– Interviews with people like teachers, pediatricians and day care 

providers as necessary.

• A thorough evaluation should include a good life history.
• Although there has been a good deal of discussion among 

judges about the relevance of early historical information, it is 
important to include as much early history as possible.

• A good evaluation should demonstrate the expert’s deep 
understanding and working knowledge of each parent’s 
individual psychology and philosophy of child rearing.
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Custody Evaluators
• In a personal time line, the following questions are often asked:

– Are the children’s grandparents living or dead, married or not?
– If living, where do the grandparents live, and are they a part of the 

children’s lives?
– How many siblings does the client have, and what is his or her relationship 

historically and presently with the siblings?
– What contact does the client have with extended family, and how often?
– Briefly, what was the client’s life like from birth to age 12? From 12 to 18? 

From 18 to 30?
– What is the client’s educational history?
– What is the client’s work history?
– What is the client’s current living situation, including all the household 

members?
– If there are minor children other than those in question, what are the 

custody arrangements concerning those children?
– What is the client’s drug and alcohol history, including DUIs and 

hospitalizations, if any?
– What is the client’s domestic violence history?
– Who was the client’s family at these times?
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Custody Evaluators

• To truly understand who a parent is and how he/she “arrived” at 
where the parent is today, a competent evaluator should 
demonstrate that he or she understands the events that led up 
to the current crisis.

• Evaluations differ in the amount of history provided, but a good 
evaluation should provide a significant amount of relevant 
history.

• Acquire a complete copy of the records:
– Your own client’s records – Client can request a copy of all of their 

own medical records.
– Opposing party’s records – May need a court order to view the 

records or you can attempt to gain the records through other 
discovery methods.

• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
– Patients and their legal and authorized representatives are entitled 

to review medical records pertaining to their own medical 
treatment.
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Custody Evaluators

• Foundation Requirements-Jurisdiction Specific

– Generally:

• The record must have a custodian of records affidavit certifying 
that the records are accurate and made in the normal course of 
business.  

• In some cases, a certified copy with official records can suffice.

• The use of the record must not be barred by privilege-in other 
words, you already should have obtained a waiver of this 
privilege.

• Custody evaluators will often try to put together 
timelines in order to better understand the family and 
the parents’ relationship with each other and with the 
children. 64



Custody Evaluators
• In the relationship time-line, often included events include:

– When the parents met;

– When the parents’ relationship became serious;

– When the parents began living together;

– When the parents got married;

– When the parents first separated;

– The total number of separations;

– The date of the last separation; and

– Whether and when couples or family counseling was ever done.

• In a parenting time-line, the following questions are often asked:

– What was each parent’s share of custody during the first six months after 
separation?

– From the six-month mark to the end of the first year after separation?

– When were the significant changes in the amount of time each parent had 
custody over the next two years?

– What is the current parenting plan the parents are using? 65



Custody Evaluators

• There are certain red flags that mediators and 
evaluators look for in cases.

• The evaluator may challenge the parents’ version of 
the time-line and ask whether the other parent 
might see the time line and relationship in a 
different way.

• A parent’s ability to see the situation from the 
other parent’s perspective is an important part of 
starting to test his or her grip on the reality of the 
situation and learning to live constructively with it.
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Vocational and Lifestyle Experts

• The purpose of evaluation is to assess current and 
future employability and wage earning capacity for the 
court.

• It can include the presentation of a vocational plan 
outlining specific details as to how the person will 
return will return to the job market.

• What are the limitations of this process?
– This procedure is not a method for the diagnosis or 

treatment of psychological problems nor does it allow for 
career counseling over a period of time unless it was part 
of the referral.

– Vocational tests cannot be failed, but are used only as a 
means of identifying the persons’ strengths, interests and 
personality, work values, and transferable work skills.
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Vocational and Lifestyle Experts

• Who is qualified to perform this evaluation?
– The vocational/career assessment is a mater’s level 

occupation.
– With three years of professional experience and 

recommendations from supervisors, a person can sit for a 
written examination leading to Board certification as a 
National Certified Counselor (NBCC) followed by 
application to sit for a written examination covering five 
competency areas of career counseling.

– With successful passage, the person becomes a National 
Certified Career Counselor (NCCC) through the National 
Council for Credentialing Career Counselors, National 
Vocational Guidance Association.

– The designation of Certified Rehabilitation Counselor (CRC) 
is also available through a state certification process.
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Vocational and Lifestyle Experts

• What happens in a vocational evaluation?
– Clients may be nervous about participating in a vocational 

evaluation, but knowing what to expect may help.
– The first step is usually a diagnostic interview which is a 

question/answer procedure to gather pertinent information 
affecting employability.

– This will also be your opportunity to ask any questions you may 
have regarding this evaluation process.

• The evaluation must thoroughly explore particular skills, 
work history, and education of the party.

• The expert also needs to investigate the non-work factors 
and responsibilities of the party.

• Ultimately, the evaluator must reach a conclusion, which is 
based upon statistical and trade information.
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Vocational and Lifestyle Experts

• One of the best sources of vocational evidence is not the testimony of a 
party’s own expert but, rather, the testimony of the expert on the other 
side of the case.

• If that expert makes damaging admissions on cross-examination, the 
admissions can be very probative.

• In addition to selecting the right expert, the trial attorney must also 
make sure that the expert knows the facts.

• With expert, testimony, as with computers, the quality of the output 
depends heavily on the quality of the input.

• The disaster scenario from the standpoint of the spouse seeking to 
impute income occurs when the expert is obviously not familiar with 
the specific credentials of the other spouse.

• Finally, the attorney should make certain the expert addresses all of the 
necessary elements of the earning capacity.

• To prove earning capacity, the expert must testify that specific positions 
are immediately available and that the spouse involved could be hired 
to fill them.
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B. Cross
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Leading Questions
• On cross-examination, it is vital to ask leading questions versus 

open-ended questions.  If you ask open-ended questions (what, 
where, when, why, how), the expert can run wild.

• Most questions should simply call for a “yes” or “no” answer.

• You will want to find the weaknesses in the expert witnesses 
report or experience and then draw attention to these during 
cross-examination.

• A solid cross-examination is set up through an effective 
deposition where you discover the weak areas or the parts of the 
report that are subjective.

• Be sure to cite to the page and line number of key deposition 
exchanges in your outline of trial questions in case impeachment 
becomes necessary. 

• A good cross examination must be outlined in advance.  Cross-
examining an expert is not something you want to wing.  
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Business Valuations 

• The following is a non-exhaustive list of questions that 
highlight the key points to raise when cross-examining 
the person utilized as an expert by the business owner:
– Isn’t it true that X amount of your annual revenues come 

from the other party?

– Is it in your best interest to do a good job for the other 
party?

– You have discussed your opinions with the other party?

– Did you make any edits to your report at the request of the 
other party?

– Is it true that you play golf regularly with the other party?

– The other party has mentioned to you what he thinks the 
business is worth?
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Business Valuations 

• List of questions cont.:
– What analysis have you done on the accounting records, 

which you prepared, to determine the economic income of the 
business?

– You made adjustments to the reported information?

– Plaintiff has estimated that there is $200,000 in unreported 
cash income from the business each year, which is evidenced 
in the lifestyle analysis, but not included in your analysis of 
the business. What is your exposure since you prepared the 
business income tax return?

– It is true that you have prepared the requested analysis for the 
purpose of a matrimonial proceeding prior to this case?

– Do you have appropriate credentials to value a business (CPA, 
ABV, ASA, CBA, CDFA, CFA)?
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Business Valuations 

• List of questions cont.:
– Have you followed the ABV Guidelines in preparing 

your report?

– Is it true that the income tax return reports no income 
from business operations of the other party’s business?

– Given the information on the tax return (which you 
prepared), you conclude that the business income for 
the other party’s business to approximate $500,000?

– Further, you conclude that the marital lifestyle is 
$500,000 per year on average when the only source of 
marital income is the other party’s business?
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Business Valuations 

• These questions are just a few examples of ways 
to expose issues with a business valuator and their 
relationship with the opposing party.

• Be aware, these concerns arise with any business 
valuator the opposing side chooses to use, not just 
when a company accountant is used.

• It is important to ask about the methodology, 
assumptions, procedures and how the opinion of 
value was determined.

• It is important to lead as much as possible.  If you 
ask open-ended questions in trial, you will likely 
be fed your lunch. 
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Custody Evaluators
• Plan the custody evaluation carefully:

– Include the referral questions in the Court Order; and
– Carefully select the custody evaluator .

• Make notes of discrepancies and omissions:
– Must be significant and verifiable; and
– Check custody evaluation guidelines.

• Have the custody evaluation reviewed
– Look for methodological flaws including signs of bias, failure to 

follow established guidelines and gaps in data.

• An expert’s report or testimony should be just one key piece of 
evidence.

• Used to show “Why”
– Why someone is not an ideal parent and will likely remain that way.
– Why an allegation may have been true but is no longer.

• Adds credibility and/or bolsters allegations.
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Custody Evaluators
• Know the expert’s expertise:

– Do they specialize in children or adults?
– Are they  knowledgeable and capable of recognizing abuse 

settings?
– Do they have any particular tendencies in their recommendations?
– Were they appointed by the court or hired by the opposing party?
– Do they know the specific law of the jurisdiction?

• A good custody evaluation report should:
– Focus on the data that formed the basis for the opinions
– Clearly present the evaluator’s opinions and recommendations as 

well as the basis for these opinions and recommendations.

– Include a description of all the data relied upon in the evaluation:

• Parent and child interview information;

• Test results;

• Parent-child observations; and

• Records reviewed and relied upon.
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Custody Evaluators

• Sample Topics:
– Whether there is one consultant or two, expect the attorney’s and 

consultant’s critique of the report and case file to cover the 
following?

– Is the report complete? Is there a significant flaw?

– Was the evaluation process conducted sloppily?

– Are identified weaknesses probative? Do they demonstrate 
unreliable conclusions?

– Were interviews with parents conducted in a balanced manner? Were 
they neutral, unbiased and sufficiently in-depth so each parent could 
respond to other parent’s views? Did the evaluator ask each parent 
the same questions?

– Were interviews with the child age-appropriate, development-
appropriate and sufficiently in-depth to glean the child’s moods and 
relationship with each parent?

– Did the evaluator misrepresent test results or incorrectly score a test?
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Custody Evaluators
• Sample Topics cont.:

– Were case records and evaluation data properly integrated?
– Were collateral informants reviewed fairly? Were essential collateral 

informants contacted? Did the evaluator explain why certain 
collaterals were not contacted (redundancy, unavailable)? Was a log 
kept of phone and in-person contacts?

– Was data properly analyzed in forming conclusions and 
recommendations? Were multiple hypotheses considered?

– Was case data properly integrated into the report?

– Were recommendations logically connected and consistent with the 
data? Was any conclusion supported with inadequate or insufficient 
data? Did the evaluator choose only the data that supported a 
conclusion?

– Did the evaluator get the important facts correct? A significant 
factual error could render the evaluation useless.

– Is there any indication that the evaluator was biased, prejudiced or 
discriminated?
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The End
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